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What is Vaporization?
Unlike smoking with direct flame, vaporizing
heats the cannabis within a temperature range
just below the point of combustion where
smoke is produced. At this point, the medically
active cannabinoids and terpenes are emitted
with little or none of the carcinogenic tars from
normal combustion of the actual plant material.
This means that the smoke will be cooler and
much more potent than smoking a
conventional joint, for example.

Types
There are typically 2 basic ways vaporizers function - 1) Conduction, where the material (cannabis, hash, etc.) is in
direct contact with the heat source; and, 2) Convection, where heated air is forced through the material to vaporize
the trichomes.
Note: There is also a very rare third type called a Radiation, which uses radiant energy either produced by
electricity or a light source to provide heat.

Cost
In general, the conduction type will be much more affordable, with a few exceptions. The conduction versions are
available in portable and desktop models. The convection versions are only available in desktop models, though
there are a few manufacturers working on portable convection.

Features
When deciding which type of vaporizer you want (conduction / convection), you should also consider the range of
temperature settings the unit offers. You may prefer to get a vaporizer that has a wide range of temperatures to get
the most out of vaporizing. Some other important features to consider include battery setup (some have
replaceable batteries, some don't) and battery life per charge under normal use, integrity of the materials used
(medical-grade glass vs. metal or plastic, etc.), and ease of maintenance. And if you have any dexterity limitations
that might prevent you from using one easily, it is probably worth going to a shop that sells a wide variety of
vaporizers and so you can physically handle them to get a real feel for each one.

Vaping & Temperature
When using a vaporizer, you should start at the lowest temperature and work your way up the temperature range
as you go. 190C / 374F is about the highest you can go before reaching plant material combustion.
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Concentrates & Vaporizers
If you're thinking about using a vaporizer for concentrates, like hash oils, shatter, wax, etc., some vaporizers can
vaporize flowers, concentrates and oils. Most vaporizers currently on the market typically don't accommodate all
three of these forms, but some do, and more options are always entering the marketplace.
Many dispensaries currently offer battery operated vaporizer pens that are preloaded with a liquid concentrate,
typically Butane Hash Oil (BHO). Some of these pens are disposable while others are reusable. There are some
pen versions emerging in the market that can handle wax and other forms of concentrate and this trend is likely to
grow.

Which Type Should You Buy?
Conduction
The pros of conduction include portability, affordability, simpler design and faster warm up times. The cons of
conduction include a higher risk of reaching combustion-level heat, the need to stir the cannabis often for even
heating and the vapor is usually not as high quality and as thick compared to convection.

Convection
The pros of the convection include more accurate temperature control, more even heating, a cleaner, higher quality
vapor and a lower risk of reaching combustion. The cons of convection include a higher price point, slower warm up
times and lack of easy portability.

Boiling Points of Common Cannabinoids, Terpenes and Flavonoids
The chart on the next page lists several common cannabinoids and their vaporization temperature ranges and
boiling points. This source of this chart comes from the Storz & Bickel for their Volcano vaporizer.
You can use these temperatures as a reference when vaporizing.
Note: This chart recognizes that vaporization typically starts happening before the compound’s boiling point.
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